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Abstract 
Let G be an extra-special p-group and let A be a maximal subgroup of G. The purpose of 
this paper is to analyze the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence of the extension 1 + A --f G - 
G/A + 1 and to obtain the cohomology of G, in the cases where p = 2, or p > 2 and G g E( p3 ), 
the extra-special p-group of order p3 and exponent p. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved. 
1991 Math. St.&j. Class.: 20506 
0. Introduction 
Let p be a prime number and let G be an extra-special p-group. Let us denote by Z 
the center and by A a maximal subgroup of G. We have then the extensions 
1 +Z+G+G/Z4 1, (*) 
1 +A+G+G/A+l. (**) 
Since both Hochschild-Serre spectral sequences {E,., d,} of these extensions con- 
verge to associated graded rings of H*(G) = H*(G, F,), they play an important role in 
the computation of this cohomology. The first one has been used by several authors 
[ 1, 3-6, 8, 1 l] to obtain partial results on the determination of the cohomology of G. 
The disadvantage of this spectral sequence is that it converges at a high term, hence 
it requires a lot of calculations. Recently, by using the Charlap-Vasquez theorem, 
Siegel [9] has treated the second one; he proved that, for p > 2 and G E E(p3), the 
extra-special p-group of order p3 and exponent p, the spectral sequence converges at 
E2 for p=3, and at E3 for p>3. 
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In this paper, we also analyze the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence of the ex- 
tension (*+), in the cases where A can be chosen so that the extension (**) is split. 
We prove that E2 = E, for p = 2; this gives an alternative proof of Quillen’s theorem 
on the determination of H*(G). It should be noted that, for G = es (the quatemion 
group of order 8), such a split extension does not exist; however, for completeness, 
we also treat this case as an exceptional one. We also solve the spectral sequence in 
the case where p > 2 and G 2 E(p3), by using the image of the restriction Res$ and 
the fact that d, commutes with some automorphisms of G; this gives an affirmative 
answer to Siegel’s question in [9, Remark 6.21. Although these results are not original 
(the determination of H*(G) is due to Quillen [S] for p = 2, and to Leary [3] for 
p > 2) our method in calculating given here is quite simple. It might hopefully show 
the effectiveness of this spectral sequence for the computation of H*(G); that is the 
main purpose of this paper. 
From now on, for every p-group K, we denote by H*(K) the mod p cohomology 
of K. For x E H*(K) and for a subgroup N of K, we also denote by x the element 
Resi(x) E H*(N), if no confusion can arise. If KI x K2 is the direct product of groups 
KI, K2, for Xi E H*(Ki), we also denote by xi (resp. x2) the element x1 x 1 (resp. 1 x x2) 
in H*(K, x K2) = H*(K, ) 8 H*(K:!). 
1. Extra-special 2-groups 
It is well-known (see e.g. [lo]) that an extra-special 2-group G is of order 22n+‘, 
with n E N. If G, is an extra-special 2-group of order 22”+‘, G, is isomorphic to one 
of the following central products: 
G, = Ds * * Ds (n times), 
E, = G-I * e8, 
D8 = (a, blu2 = b2 = [a, b]* = [a, [a, b]] = [b, [a, b]] = l), 
es = (a, blu2 = b*, b-lab = a-‘), 
are extra-special 2-groups of order 8. In other words, G,Z is isomorphic to one of the 
following groups 
G,=(Ui,..., u2n,e]U’=U~=e2=[uj,e]=[Ui,Uj]=1, [Q_I,Qk]=e, 
l<kin, 1 <i,j<2n, (i,j)#(2k- 1,2k)), 
E,=(U~,...,U2n,elU~=U~=[U2k-~,U2k]=e, uf=u;=e2 =[u,,e]=[a,,u,]=l, 
1 5 k 5 n, 3 < i,j < 2n, 1 5 Y,S 5 2n, (r,s) # (2k - 1,2k)). 
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e is then a generator of the center Z of G,. Set W, = G,,/Z. Then W, is a vector space 
of dimension 2n over Fz. For convenience, for x E H*( W,), we denote by 2 the ele- 
o,, ment lnf, (x) E H*(G,). Let 241, ~2,. . . , UZ~_I,UZ~ be a basis of H’(W,)= Hom(Wn,F?) 
(so H*(W,)=Fz[u,...., ~3). The basis can be chosen so that zY~(u,)=~~~, 1 5 i,,j 5 
2n. The extension class z, of the central extension 
is then of the form 
~I~2+..‘+U2,1-IU2,, for G, = G,,, 
2,) = 
u:+u:+u,U2+...+UZn-,Zl?,~ for G,, = E,, 
and Ker lnf (H2( W,) --) H2(Gn)) is generated (as an Fz-module) by z,,. 
Let u E H’(Z) be the dual basis of e E Z, so H*(Z) = F~[u]. Let B, be the maximal 
elementary abelian subgroup of G,r given by 
&? = 
(ul,u3,...,a2n-l,e) for G,, = G,, 
(a3,...,a2n-r,e) for G, = E,, 
and let 2” be its index in G,,. 5, contains Z as a direct factor. Hence u is considered 
as an element of H’(B,) and we have 
H*(B,) = 
F2[cl,c3,. . . , U2n- I, ul for G,=G,, 
F~[C~,...,C~,I-I,~] for G,, = E,,. 
Define 




i jbr G, = G,, 
v4 
4 ,fi,r G,, = E,, 
hmcr Resp &, = u*‘. 
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Let Sq2’, j E Z, be the Steenrod squares (with the convention that Sq2’ is the identity 
map if j < 0). Since Tfl = 0 in H*(Gn), the following elements 
Z(O) = z” 
n n, 
z(‘)=~q’~,~==~u”2+~,J:+... -2 _ _ -2 n + $_-IWn + U2n-lu2nr 
(1.1) 
Z(r-I)=~q2~-~~~,~ql~~n~~~‘u”2+~,u”~’-’ 4-I _ . 
n + . ‘. + U2n-_IU2,, + U2np,U”:;-‘, 
are all equal to zero in H*(Gn). 
By solving the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence of the central extension repre- 
senting G,, Quillen proved. 
Theorem 1.2 (Quillen [8]). As alyehrus, H*(G) = Fl[Cl, 222,. . . , h_ I, z&, &]/Zn, ~vith 
I, the ideal generuted by all elements given in (1.1). 
We now give an alternative proof of this theorem, using the Hochschild-Serre spec- 
tral sequence of the extension 
l-A,+G,+G,,/A,+l, (Gn) 
with A, = (~1, ~2,. . , ~2~~~3, u2,,_2, u2,,_1, e) a maximal subgroup of G,. The Hochschild- 
Serre spectral sequence {E,,d,} of the extension (G,) is of the form 
E2=ff*(G/An>ff*G4,,)) =+ H*(G). 
Note that G,/A,, is cyclic of order 2. Let uin be a generator of H’(G,/A,). It is 
clear that Inf&A,,u&, = i&. We have 
Lemma 1.3. 
E,.,* = H*(.4)(U’~J) for r=O, 
2 
H*(A,) (0,) _ /(l + uz,)H*(A,) fbr r > 0, 
where H*(A,,)fa~~~) meuns the subulgebru of invuriunts of (~2~) in H*(A,). Hence 
r+l.* multiplication by I.& is surjective from Et* to Ei,* und bijective from E;* to E, , 
Y > 1. Furthermore, if H*(A,,)@~~~) = Im Resz”, then E2 = E,. 
Let us first consider the case where G, = Qs, which is the unique case where the 
sequence (G,) is not split. In this case, A,, % C 4, the cyclic group of order 4, and we 
have the extension 
Fix an element v E H2(C4) satisfying ResFv = u’, we have H*(C4) = Fz[u”l, v]/(i$); fur- 
thermore, since the action of u2 on H*(Cd) is trivial, following Lemma 1.4, 
we have 
E;’ =H*(C4)=F2[ii,,v]/(G;). 
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Here and in what follows, with a given commutative ring R and x, y, E R, (x, y, . .) 
means the ideal of R generated by x, y,. . . . Note that 6, and, by Proposition 1.1, 
c2 survive to E,. 
Lemma 1.4. The theorem holds for G, = Qg. 
Proof. Note that U: =ziu2 + Sq’(zl), so Ci =0 in H*(Qs). Hence, ui3 must belong to 
the image of some differential. If it belongs to Im d2, this implies that it is the image, 
under d2, of some element of El,’ = F2U”i. This is a contradiction, since dz(z2, ) = 0, 
as Cl survives to E,. So the only possibility is that d3(c) = u;. This implies that 
d2(c) = 0, hence El = E3. We get then 
Since c2 survives to E,, we have Ed = E,. 
Set J = Ker Inf&. It remains to prove that J is just the ideal generated by 21 
and Sq’zl. From the structure of E,, it follows that J is generated by the elements 
x=u:+~~u$+~~u~u~ and y=u:, with ~I,P~EF~. Since KerInf(H’(WI)+H’(Q8)) 
is generated by the extension class zi, it follows that x = zi. Besides, Sq’(zl) = _v+zI ~1. 
So J = II. The lemma follows. 0 
We now consider the case where G,! y Qs. The extension (G,) is then split and 
A,, ” G,,_, x (Use-, ) (with the convention that G_ I = Z). Every element of H*(G,,_ I ) 
is then considered as an element of H*(A,). We have 
Lemma 1.5. The theorem holds for G, = 08 
Proof. Since H*(A,) =F~[zil,u] and the action of a2 on H*(Ai) is characterized by 
a~.u=u+u’~, we have 
H*(A,)(“) = F2[C,, V2], 
with VI = u* + uu”i. By Proposition 1 .I, Resy; : If*(&) + H*(A, )(‘:) is surjective. 
Hence by Lemma 1.3, E2 = E,. Since Im( 1 faz) is generated as an H*(A I )(“‘)-module 
by Cl, we have, as algebras, 
E, = F2[G,& hlG14. 
It remains only to prove that Ker Inf,, Dx is generated by utuz. By the structure of E,, 
this kernel is generated by an element x of the form ui ~2 + ,uu~, with ,D E F2. As 
x is of degree 2 and KerInf(H2(Wl)+H2(Ds))=F2zi, we have ,u =0 and .x=21. 
The lemma is proved. 0 
We now assume that the theorem holds for n - 1 (n 2 2). Set R,_, = Fz[zT,, 122. _ _, 
~2n-3,~2,1-21/h-l. so 
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An element of H*(A,J is then considered as a polynomial with variables z&-t, &_I 
and with coefficients in R,_,. The action of azn on H*(A,) is given by 
Lemma 1.6. aln.U1, =&, a2,,.&_1 = &_I + fn-,, with fn-1 a non-zero polynomial of 
degree 2’-’ of R,_I [Z&-I]. Hence 
H*(A,)(“‘41) =R,-1[L72n-1& +fn-I<,,-11, 
and 
Proof. It is clear that a2,? .iii = z&. Consider the action of azn on H*(B,). Since a2,, .u = 
u + zi2n-l, following Proposition 1.1, we have 
Res$2,,_, )(a . L I ) = Res$_, ) Resi;: (mtz. L I I= Res$2,,_, )(azn . Rest:: L I ) 
= i.&~,--’ by the definition of [, 
and 
Res~“(a2,.r,_,)=a2~.u2’~’ =z.?-‘. 
The lemma follows from the structure of H*(A,) and Lemma 1.3. 0 
It follows from Proposition 1.1 and the proof of Lemma 1.6 that ResAG,:‘(&) = {i_, + 
.&I&-I +x, with XE&-I[&-I]. As R,-I[~z~--I]EI~R~~~~,~“~_, +.L-ILI also 
belongs to Im Resz;;. We have then 
Lemma 1.7. ImResz; = H*(il,)(n2sJ). Hence E2 = E,. 
In H*(G,), since U”2n_ii&n=5+-I, we have 
! I 
fi:, ,62n + 62n- I U2n 
_2’- ’ = @ -2 
. .Sq1(zT2*-*ii2n) =sq2’-L.. .Sql&_,. 
Since .5+ 1 = 0 in H*( G,_ I), by the inductive hypotheses, S$-* . . . Sq’Tn- 1 belongs to 
I,- 1. In other words, Sq2’-’ . Sq’z,,_1 belongs to the ideal of H*( W,_l) generated by 
Zn-,,...,Sq2’-i . . .Sqlz,_,. Write 
sq2’-2 . . .sq’z,_* = hoz,,_, + hJq’z,_1 + . . + h,_2Sq2’-i . ..sq’z,_,, (1.2) 
with hi E F~[u,, ~2,. . . , ~2~--3, ~__2]. SO 
> I 4-1 
ii:, , ii2n + ii2n- I U2n = Ii&-, + &,Sq’&_* + . . + ~,_2sq2’-3.. .Sq’&, 
= &&__l& + f&sq’(ii2n-,ii~,) + “. + h^,_2sq2’-‘. . . x sq’(ii*,l_,ii~,). 
I 
Hence fi2,,Fn =O, with F, = iii;:, + ~l~~-~ii$i- -’ + ~,_2(ii~~-_?, + Li2n_lU”$P*-‘) + . + 
ho(fi2n- I ). 
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Lemma 1.8. F, is the unique non-zero element of degree < 2’-’ of H’(G,) such thut 
zTiiZnFn = 0. 
Proof. Since Resz>,,_ , ) F, = i;cny’ # 0, it follows that F, # 0. According to the Gysin 
exact sequence 
i H*((&) % H*(A,) 1, H*(Gn) 2 H*+'(G,) + . , 
AnnH.(o,,‘(&) is just the image of the transfer map t. By Lemmas 1.6 and 1.7, t(& I ) 
is the unique non-zero element of degree < 2’-’ of H*(G,) which annihilates ii?,,, so 
F,, = t(&-I ). The lemma follows. 0 
It follows from Lemma I.7 that the associated graded ring of H*(G,) is isomorphic 
to E2. In order to prove that the theorem holds for G,‘, we need only investigate 
the relations between the ~3;‘s. It follows from the structure of E2 that H*(Gn) is 
isomorphic, as algebras, to F~[iil, . . . , i&,&]/J, where J is an ideal of Fz[ii’,. .,i&] 
generated by the elements 
170 = z-1 + iizngo, 
qktl = sq2’ ~.~%‘~+I fkv&7k+l, O<k<r-3, 
l?r-I = u2ngr-I. 
with g,fF2[ii’,...,&], ]gi/=2’. J is then the kernel of the map (Fz[fi’,...,&,,] ” 
H*( W,) s H*(G,)). So Z, CJ. The proof of the theorem is completed by the fol- 
lowing 
Lemma 1.9. I, =J. 
Proof. We need prove that J c I,. Since ‘10 = zL”’ + &,,- ’ filn +&go = zk”’ + &,( &,‘- ’ + 
go), it follows that iizn(iizn_‘+gO)=O in H*(G,). Hence, by Lemma 1.8, go+z&n-I =0 
in H’(G,), so go = &,,_‘. This implies that ~0 =.?,, =z:“. 
zik’) with k 5 r - 3. This implies that 
ev,S;sU,~~~~Y,‘~~~~~~~~~ ,.;::X) ~~~~~ ~~ (z~‘I.. . ,z~” ). Since 
vk+’ = zLk+” + sq2’ . . .$$&_,i&n) + 62&k+, = zp+” + i&,,tk+, 
with tk+’ = &+:, + ii~,&$+ -’ + gk+lY it follows that tk+l annihilates z&. By 
Lemma 1.8, since Ilk+’ 1 = 2k+‘, &+I belongs to (zi’), . . ,zik’). So qk+’ E (zi”, . . . ,z,! (k+‘) ) 
and every element of J of degree < 2kf2 belongs to (zi”, . . ,zkk+‘)). 
Finally, consider ye,._’ = &gr_‘. By Lemma 1.8 and by the inductive hypotheses, 
gr-_’ is of the form 
gr- I = F,, + .hz, (0) + . . + f,_2zy), 
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with fi l F~[iir,...,&]. Since 
fi2,,Fn = ii2 n -2’-’ u  n _, + ii2 n _,fi;‘-’ n + ir-2(ii&:, + ii2,I_,ii:;-j +. ” + il)(Li2nii2n_,) 
= z!- 1) + sq2’ m1 . Sq’&, + &_*2;-2) + + iiozf 
+r&_2sq2’mi . ..sq’~.,,_,+“.+~O~~-, 
= zcr-‘) + ir-2~;-2) + . + &,z;” n by Eq. (1.2) 
it follows that yr_ 1 E (zi’), . . . ,zr-I’). The lemma follows. 0 
Remark 1.10. Our way to prove the theorem does not need the fact that the given 
generators of Z, form a regular sequence (which was the crucial point of Quillen’s 
work [8] in the solving process of the spectral sequence of the central extension (*)). 
There is an another way, due to the referee, to obtain the multiplicative structure of 
H*(G,) as follows. By Lemma 1.7, H*(G,) is generated by 5, and iii, 1 < i < 2n. Fur- 
thermore as zp’ = 0 in H*(G,), there exists a map of algebras from the abstract algebra 
FZ[iil,.. .‘,i&,,&JI, onto H*(G,). In order to prove that this map is an isomorphism, 
we need only show that the Poincare series for E, and for the abstract algebra (which 
(0) is easily computed, thanks to the regularity of the sequence z,, , . . . ,z,, (r-‘)) are equal. 
2. The group E(p3) 
Let p be an odd prime number and let 
G = E(p3) = (a,b,el[a,b] = e,a”=bP=eP=[0,e]=[6,e]=1). 
Set A = (a,e) and B = (b). We have then the split extension 
l+A+G+B+l. (G) 
Let uU, u E H’(A) be the dual basis of a, e E A, and let U, = jju,, u = flu, with fi the 
Bockstein homomorphism. We have then 
H*(A) = E[u,, u] c3 Fj,[cu, ~71. 
Here and in what follows, E[x, y, .] means the exterior algebra over F,, with generators 
x, y, . . 
Define Mb E H’(B), ub(b)= 1, and rb =/34, so H*(B)=E[ub] 8 &[vb]. The 
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence of the extension (G) is then of the form 
E2 = H*(B,H*(A)) =+ H*(G), 
and the action of b on H*(A) is given by 
b.u, = uu, b.v, = vcr, b.u = u + u,, b.v = v -t v,. 
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We briefly sketch Siegel’s results in [9] on the solving process of this spectral sequence 
as follows. Set N=l +b+...+bP-‘,T==l -h, and 
It follows that E:* = H*(A) lb) is generated by V,u,, vU,u,u,u,v - UL’, (see e.g. [7]). 
By computing the images and the kernels of N and T, Siegel showed 
Proposition 2.1. (i) Multiplication by vb : E;” + Eit2.’ is surjective for r,s 2 0 and 
is an isomorphism if r 2 1 or s 5 2p - 4. 
(ii) kfukplication by V : E;’ -+ E~s’2p is an isomorphism .for r > 1, s > 0. 
(iii) We have the following bases for E;“: 
S 2p - 3 2p - 2 2p- 1 
@’ vhz;i-3 (u,v - w,) v&-2u,u 0 
Using the CharlapVasquez theorem for calculating the differential d2, he proved 
Theorem 2.2. (i) uu, ub, v,, vb, u,u, u,v - UV,,Z~,Z~, V aI/ survive to E,. In particular, 
E2 = E, for p = 3; 
(ii) Ifp>3, then 
d2(Z2,+2) = ivbwzI+l = -iu,vhZ2i, 1 < i 5 p - 3, 
d2(z2;+, ) = ivbw2i = -i&v&-_I, 2 5 i 2 p - 2. 
Hence, he got 
Corollary 2.3. Ij’ p > 3, then 
(i) multiplication by V : E;‘S + E3 r7S+2P is an isomorphism ji)r r > 1, s > 0; 
(ii) multiplication by vb : E;” + E3 r’2~s is surjective.fbr r, s 2 0 and is an isomorphism 
,ftir r > 2, s > 0; 
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(iii) for r even, E;* =E>*. For r= 1,3, we have thejbllowing bases jbr E;“‘(O<s < 
2p - 1): 
s 0 1 2 3 4 5 61s12p-2 2p-1 
El.” 
3 Uh z2 z3,w3 w4 w W6 Ws+l 0 
S 0 1 2 3ss<2p-5 2p-45s<2p-2 2p-1 
El’” ubv,, c‘bz2 vbz3 8 vb+%+ 1 0 
Let m be a non-zero element of FP. Consider the automorphisms 4 and $ of G given 
by $(aibjck) = aibmjcmk and $(a’bJck) = amibJcmk. Th ey also induce automorphisms on 
H*(A) and E, (n > 2), which only multiply each generator by the scalar given by 
Using the fact that d, commutes with 4, $, Siegel showed that d,, = 0 for n > 3. 
Hence E3 = E,. 
In order to avoid the CharlapVasquez theorem, which was used by Siegel for 
proving Theorem 2.2, I give here another proof of Theorem 2.2 as follows. 
Lemma 2.4. u,,ub, v,,vh,u,u,u,c - UV,,Z~,Z~, V all survive to E,. Hence lm Res: = 
H*(A)(‘). 
Proof. This lemma has been proved in [4]. We give here another proof, using the 
spectral sequence of the extension (G). Let Z be the center of G. By considering the 
inflation map from H*(G/Z) to H*(G), it follows that u,, ub, v,, vb survive to E,. 
Since the differentials to the horizontal edge vanish, ~2,~3 also survive to E,. By 
using the Evens norm map, we can show that V also survives to E,. Finally, write 
dz(u,u) = &u,. Applying $ yields 1. = 0. So u,u and p(u&) = vau - vu, also survive 
to E,. 
The determination of Im Res: follows from the fact that Im Res: c H*(A)lh) and 
all generators of H*(A)lb) survive to E,. The lemma follows. 0 
Lemma 2.5. For p>3, each of ~4,. . , ~2~--3 does not survive to E,. 
Proof. As H*(Z)= E[u]@JF,[v], we have H*(BxZ) = E[Ub,U]@$,[Vb, v]. By replacing 
A by B x Z, it follows from Lemma 2.4 that Im Resz,, = H*(B x Z)(O), so Im Resg,, 
P-1 is generated by ub, vb, ubu, UhZj - uu,,, VP ~ lKh . 
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Let {EA} be the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence of the split central extension 
then Ei = EL. Furthermore, the restriction map from H*(G) to H*(B x 2) also induces 
a restriction {r, : E, + EL} between spectral sequences. For 4 5 i 5 2p - 3, it is clear 
that 0 # Y:“-‘(z,) E E’:“-’ and, from the structure of Im Resg,,, ~2~’ = 0. Now, if zi, 
with 4 < i < 2p-3, survives to E,, then 0 # ri,‘-‘(zi) =Y~-‘(z;) E Ei”i-’ =Ek’,‘P’, 
which is a contradiction. The lemma follows. 0 
Lemma 2 6 E2r.* = Ez*. ** 2 
Proof. Since the multiplication by Q, : E;” --) E, ‘+‘J is surjective and since Q and all 
generators of ET * survive to E,, it follows that all differentials d, : E,f’%’ + E~“.sPrr+’ 
vanish, for all n, Y, s. 
Assume inductively that E:r,s = Ei:i, for 1 I k 5 m and for every Y. We now con- 
sider an element X E Im(dz,+i : E~~~l~)-“s+2”’ + Eiii,). From the structure of El, 
we can suppose that s + 2m 5 2p - 2, so s < 2p - 4. Furthermore, by Lemma 2.4, we 
also suppose that s + 2m 2 2. 
Since 0, and u,c - uv, annihilate Ei,‘, with t > 2, they also annihilate X. Hence the 
possible non-zero elements of X may only be represented by D{-~ and u,$~. We 
have only to consider the following cases: 
- s=2p -4, so m= 1 and d3(w2p_‘)=&v{-2; 
P-3 - s =2p - 5, so m = 1 and d3(w+2) = pv$~,v, . 
In both cases, applying 4 yields p = 0. So X = 0. The lemma is proved. 0 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 is completed by the following 
Lemma 2.7. !f‘ p>3 then 
d2hJ = m,vbw- I, 2<i<p-2, 
dAzx+‘) = n,u/,w2;, 2<i<p-2, 
with 0 # mi E FP, 0 # n; E I$,. 
Proof. First, note that, if Zi survives to Ez,+l, it follows from Lemma 2.6 that 
dzr+I(Zi) = 0. 
Consider dz(zq). Assume that dl(zq) = 0, then z4 E Elx3, so dx(z4) = 0 by Lemma 2.6. 
Since all the differentials to the horizontal edge vanish, dd(z4) = 0. Hence z4 survives 
to E,, which contradicts Lemma 2.5. So dz(zq) # 0. 
Write dZ(zq) = 3,’ vhwj + ;I~zJ~z~. Let {EL} be the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence 
given in the proof of Lemma 2.5. By restricting to (b,e), we have 0 = di(zq) = jbzvhz3. 
So j-2 = 0. Hence m2 = 1,’ # 0. 
Consider d2(zg). If dz(zS) = 0, then 0 = d3(zS) E E:l. Hence zg E El.4 and d4(zS) = 
ic;z, E E;’ ’ = Ei*‘. Applying 4 yields i_ = 0. Since d5(EiT4) = 0, z5 lives to E,, which 
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contradicts Lemma 2.5. So 0 # dz(zs)= vlvbw4 + ~2t1b~4. By restricting to (b,e), we 
obtain v2 = 0. So n2 = VI # 0. 
Assume inductively that the lemma holds for 2 5 i 5 k - 1 5 p - 2 and dzr_ 1 (z2k )
(resp. dzr-, (qk+l)) = 0 for Y > 2. Consider dzr(z2k) E E~~2r,2(k-‘) and dzr(z2k+l ) E 
E1+2r’2(k-‘)+1. From the inductive hypotheses, the only possible non-zero differen- 2r 
tials in this case are those that map into Ei,‘2’x2 and EkT2r,‘, with EiT2’s2 = Eif2’32, 
El+2’,1 =El+2r,1 
. so d2&2k > = ,+j k-‘~3, d2r(z2k+l)=~u~~2. Applying 4 to the first and 
$2;o the se?cond yields p = v = 0. So dp(zZk) (resp. dlr(z2k+l )) = 0. This implies that 
Z2k (resp. ZZk+i ) survives to E,, a contradiction. So d&zzk) # 0 and dz(z2k+l) # 0. 
Write 
d2+2k) = zlUbw2k-I + 52vbZ2k-I, 
d2hk+l) = T3Ub”“2k + 74UbZZk. 
Restricting to (b, e) yields ~2 = 74 = 0. Hence mk = zl # 0 and nk = z3 # 0. The lemma 
follows. 0 
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